The most widely used and proven pre-emergent turf herbicide, Pendimethalin, is now available from American Cyanamid for use on turf. PENDULUM® herbicide offers broad spectrum pre-emergent control against most grassy and many broadleaf weeds, including crabgrass, goosegrass and tough to control oxalis and spurge. With the cost-effectiveness your operation needs to stay up and running. And with excellent tolerance on a wide variety of cool and warm season turfgrasses.

PENDULUM also provides over-the-top control of over 45 grassy and broadleaf weeds without harming over 260 labeled ornamentals, making it your best choice for total turfgrass and landscape management.

PENDULUM is available from leading turf suppliers as a 60 WDG or a 3.3 EC.

The label says it all. For the broadest, most cost-effective, season-long control of troublesome weeds, look to PENDULUM. And behold turf perfection.

For more information or for the PENDULUM distributor nearest you, call 1-800-545-9525.
Helps to selecting turfgrass come from research farms

Here’s a rundown of some of the recent developments in turfgrass research, from Dr. Doug Brede, research director for the Jacklin Seed Company.

**Tall fescues**—“Dwarf” tall fescues are losing popularity due to shallow root systems, which make them susceptible to brown patch or other diseases, says Brede. New, “low growing/high density” tall fescues show improved shoot density, uniform growth and good stress tolerance. But these are not good choices for athletic turf, Brede warns.

The older tall fescues, such as Rebel II, Wrangler, Mesa, and Arid still have applications for high-wear, low-water use and do very well under those conditions.

**Kentucky bluegrass**—The “elite” varieties will be available to turf managers everywhere in about two years. Brede says it’s been a low seed yielder until recently.

Here are Dr. Reed Funk’s “Seven Bluegrass Classifications,” as explained by Brede at the Ohio Turf Conference:

1. “Aggressive” types: have high shoot density, and tend to spread into neighboring plants; dominate when you put them into mixtures and blends. Varieties include Ben-Sun; A-34; Limousine; Princeton 104; Touchdown. (For high wear conditions, i.e. athletic fields, golf course tees.)
2. “Bellevue” types have medium to good turf performance; excellent winter color; Examples include Banff; Classic; Georgetown; and Trenton.
3. "Baron" types: These exhibit extremely high seed yield potential and intermediate performance, but are susceptible to stripe smut; still, a good all-purpose turfgrass. Examples: Baron; Kelly; Merit; Gnome.
4. “Mid-Atlantic” types tend to have very deep rhizome systems and very good knitting quality for athletic field uses. They are tolerant of summer stress, but fall prey to leaf spot, so use in a mix with another bluegrass. Examples include Huntsville, Preakness, Wabash; and SR 2000.
5. "Midwest" types have an upright, narrow growth habit; they mature early and are low maintenance, especially low water use; susceptible to leaf spot. Examples include Kenblue; Ginger; AS-21; South Dakota Certified.
6. “North latitude, compact” types are low, compact growers that always place high in turf trials. They have excellent leaf spot resistance; late spring green up but a pale winter color.
7. Other types: these defy classification, as they can exhibit characteristics of the other six groups. Ram I, for example, is both a high and low-maintenance performer, Brede reports. Others include Nustar; Aspen; Challenger.

**Bentgrasses**—The most notable improvement in the new bentgrasses is their fine leaf texture, darker green color and upright leaf habit. They are also less stemmy.

But you have to be careful. According to Brede, bentgrasses which have been too hastily tested can form patches and have different growth habits, which will affect color and ball roll. Poa annua resistance also varies in these, says Brede.

—Terry Mclver

---

**THE ECHO HC-1600 HEDGE CLIPPER.**

Sure, you can buy other hedge clippers. But they won’t perform as smoothly, or as efficiently as the Echo HC-1600. It features double reciprocating cutting action which is faster and transmits less vibration than single reciprocating models. Has great cutting capacity, too, with a blade length of 24”. And for maximum comfort the HC-1600 isolates engine and gearbox vibration from the user’s hands.

The commercial duty Echo 21.2cc engine is a smooth performer, too. With Pro-Fire® Electronic Ignition and purge pump-equipped carburetor for fast starting. And dual-piston ring design for longer life.

Make the “smooth move” to the Echo HC-1600 Hedge Clipper. For the name of your nearest Echo Dealer, call 1-800-432-ECHO (3246). Or write: Echo Incorporated, 400 Oakwood Road, Lake Zurich, IL 60047.

Circle No. 108 on Reader Inquiry Card
Now, with the addition of optional 100 HP Turbo and Four Wheel Drive, the HYDRO POWER 180 is the ultimate in large capacity mowing performance. Mow up to 17 acres/hour with the HYDRO POWER 180 hydraulically powered deck system — three individual decks cover up to 198" cut.

The 100 HP Turbo-charged Cummins diesel engine offers added power on demand — no need to slow ground speed while mowing in dense turf conditions. The extra power also provides a top quality cut and excellent clipping distribution.

The Four Wheel Drive allows increased production in areas previously inaccessible to large rotary mowers. Superior traction and hill climbing ability are available with just the flip of a switch.

The Variable Speed Eaton Transmission (204 HP rated) affords the operator complete ground speed control. The operator can set the mowing speed to meet individual mowing conditions and not be restricted by a two-range system as on some competitive models.

The Two Stage Snowblower and Heated Cab provide year-round versatility. The HYDRO POWER 180 just leaves the competition behind when it comes to performance.
UNBEATABLE WEED CONTROL

Since 1985, LESCO's PRE-M preemergent herbicide has been recognized as the industry standard for weed control. No other preemergent herbicide combines outstanding control of annual grass and broadleaf weeds at the most economical price.

Simple to use and available in four formulations, PRE-M's proven, consistent performance is unbeatable. Ask your LESCO Sales Representative about the best preemergent herbicide available today: PRE-M.

LES CO

20005 Lake Road • Rocky River, Ohio 44116 • 1-800-321-5325
Can a new scent rekindle an old relationship?
New Dursban Pro keeps you in step with your customers.

Sometimes a new scent works wonders. So stay in step with your customers by using new Dursban™ Pro insecticide. It gives you all the performance you expect from Dursban, in a new low-odor formulation.
Dursban Pro is your broad-spectrum, cost-efficient choice. It delivers the effective residual control your customers demand. So you’ll reduce your risk of costly callbacks. And the new scent means fewer complaints and happier customers.

Use new Dursban Pro. Your favorite partner smells better than ever.

*Trademark of DowElanco*
New Dursban* Pro insecticide, for both indoor and outdoor applications, is another innovative development from DowElanco.

This new formulation combines cost-efficiency, effective residual control, and a new scent—all in one product. The new label has more use sites and target insects listed than the old formulations of Dursban. And Dursban Pro also carries a caution label.

So continue to look to DowElanco for the latest ideas. We’re the company you can count on for quality products, helpful advice and the best service in the business. For more details, call 1-800-352-6776.